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Our modelling tool

• Provides a high level evaluation of the impact of the 
European Commission’s proposed CCCTB directive 
on a company’s taxable profits

• Has been used in assisting the European 
Commission with the assessment of the impact of 
CCCTB or CCTB

• Is easily tailored to any company’s pan-EU 
structure, including loss-making entities

• Includes all the necessary inputs and calculations 
for the apportionment factors under CCCTB, 
including items like headcount, payroll, assets, 
sales by destination and nowhere sales

• Is available in several versions to cope 
with specialised industries that require sector-
specific apportionment factors under the directive

• Is an affordable “off-the-shelf” tool 

How does it work?

The model is based on national GAAP (or IFRS where 
permissible) profits before tax (PBT or EBT), together 
with any brought forward local tax losses. It includes a 
template for each of the 27 EU Member States, together 
with separate templates for any loss-making entities. 
To use the model, companies need to populate it with 
the EBT of their companies/permanent establishments 
in each Member State (in aggregate for each Member 
State), and to enter the principal adjustments envisaged 
under the European Commission’s proposed CCCTB 
directive of 16 March 2011 to arrive at that country’s 
taxable profits under CCTB.

The model can then be used to aggregate the cross-
border consolidated CCCTB taxable profit. In order to 
apportion this between EU Member States, the model 
uses data on employees (headcount and Euro amount of 
payroll), property (tangible assets: tax residue brought 
forward from national tax systems, and including 
10% of loan book receivables for banks), and sales by 
destination. With this information, our model can then 
calculate the formulary apportionment of the resulting 
CCCTB taxable profit back to participating Member 
States, including the reallocation or “spread throw-
back” with respect to the other factors of non-CCCTB 
sales into the CCCTB sales apportionment factor.

PwC developed a financial impact model in 2008 to help our clients 
understand the effect it would have on them to opt in for the Common 
Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB) or a Common Corporate 
Tax Base (CCTB): a single set of rules which companies operating 
within the EU could opt to use to calculate their taxable profits.The 
EU Commission recently proposed an EU-wide (all 27 Member States) 
CCCTB directive. Parallel to this, the Eurozone Euro Plus Pact (23 out 
of 27 EU Member States) has called for a CCTB. In addition, following 
the subsidiarity review and comments from national parliaments, 
and in particular, the German parliament, it looks increasingly 
likely that a mandatory CCTB rather than an optional CCCTB will 
ultimately be proposed, and adopted under enhanced co-operation, 
as a last resort, possibly in 2013/2014. Our clients will need to take 
these new political developments into account when setting their 
long-term European tax strategy and be ready for the future. Our 
model estimates how a CCTB, or a CCCTB, could potentially impact a 
company’s taxable profits and effective tax rates when compared with 
the current system of national tax regimes
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The model is a largely stand-alone, “off-the-shelf”, 
tool, although it can be made available in several 
different tailored sector forms as well. These 
versions include sector-specific apportionment factors 
to allow for specialised industries under the directive, 
such as financial institutions, oil and gas companies, 
airlines and inland waterway operators. In addition, if 
required, our professional modelling team can directly 
support any company that needs an expressly tailored 
version. For example, a company may want the model 
to be directly integrated with their financial systems.

The model is designed to cover two consecutive 
periods, which could be based on the two most 
recent years’ audited results, or any two upcoming 
years as budgeted. In comparison, the CCCTB, as 
currently envisaged, has a five-year lock-in period. 
However, the model can easily be extended if required.

The model includes detailed notes to assist tax 
managers in populating it. In addition, it comes with 
a PwC reference manual that interprets the CCCTB 
directive in considerably more detail.

Custom fit purchase options available

There are various alternative purchase options:

• The first option is a direct purchase of a non-
exclusive licence of the model by the company. 
The cost of this option is €10,000. The option 
includes the PwC reference manual, detailed notes 
to assist tax managers in populating it, and a 
comprehensive user guide to the model. PwC can 
also provide guidance to assist with the first 
population of the model.

• In a second option, the company provides sufficient 
data, consolidated by country, to enable PwC to run 
the computation through the model. The cost of this 
option is in a range from approximately €25,000, 
depending on the number of active EU companies/ 
PEs involved i.e. whether ten to twenty or so or over 
fifty. To enable PwC to do this, the company will be 
provided with copies of the relevant individual 
country templates into which the required data 
(adjustments to the PBT, and the country-by-
country inputs for the formulary apportionment) 
should be input. The company will receive the 
populated model with the results of the 
computation, with the same documentation as in 
the first option, together with an interpretative 
report by PwC based on the outputs, which will 
include details of what actions they could take 
in response. 

In all cases, PwC’s financial modelling team can 
provide guidance as required with the data input.

Simplified data flow through the model:
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